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24 Twitter Fictions

Storytelling is probably one of the most ancient arts known to man. It has
evolved over the years and today, the treasure of stories that we have is
priceless. These stories have acted as the mirrors to the psychology of
the individuals as well as the societies. Stories reflect the sense of
amazement, the struggles and aspirations of the times that they are set
in.

This is a collection of twenty four tiny stories written for Twitter during
the Fiction Festival, 2014 (@TWfictionfest). I do not see them as mere
stories captured in 140 characters, but as few ideas that attempt to break
free from the word limit and grow in to something that has the potential
to touch the readers the same way a short story, novel or a film does. If
these stories are able to achieve that, then that would be a victory to the
storyteller in me.

I would like to thank the artists Margarita Gokun (@MGokunArt) from
Madrid, Spain and Dugaldo Estrada (@Dugaldo) from New York City, USA
for their illustrations and art that have inspired some of the stories here.
I express my gratitude to the storytellers on twitter for inspiring me to
write fiction. Finally, I would like to thank all my friends and the followers
on Twitter for being supportive.  
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C met / Cyg- X1

The astronomer waited for the comet to appear. He was a story-teller

trapped in the body of a stargazer, waiting for an omen.

***

The binary star flickered. An eternal love story was unfolding; and for

astronomer it was just a Cyg X-1 on his star map.
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Nebula / S litude

The astronomer crooned as he gazed at the distant nebula. He believed that

she had left there, a perennial song for him.

***

She left him. He searched for her in poems, in books, in nights and in starry

sky. He finally found her in his solitude.
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Mem ries / F rtress

Old memories and new city. His journey has become a two pronged struggle

now. 

***

 

In the fortress of his imagination he is left with cobwebs of his own fiction.
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Paper Plane / Silverfish

"And, one day I will touch moon" the beggar boy threw his paper plane in the

air and strolled the bazaar with a smile.

***

The writer said it was his finest book. But everybody hated it. Even the

silverfish couldn't digest all the pages.
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War Ph t grapher / J ker

As a war photographer, he gave identity to millions of nameless dead bodies

as Kurd, Pashtu, Tutsi, Palestenian and Ukranian.

***

A cannon hurled the joker out of the circus tent and he fell with a thud. Crowd

cheered! Joker laughed, hiding his tears.
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Light f the S ul

His poem had its genesis in her love. Through words he crossed milkyway to

find her - the light of his soul.
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The Chalice f Dreams

To catch a blob from the chalice of dreams, she rose up. She is a dream now

to the world she left behind.
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The C llage f Br ken Dreams

We stole the moon, conquered the sea and traded them for a night! My life is

a nice collage of broken dreams.
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Elusive Y u

You are always elusive, but your words aren't. They have paved a golden path

that will take me to you.
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L st M n

"Aren't we all teeny-tiny islands floating in the vast ocean searching for our

lost moon?"
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My Playgr und

Moon doesn't shine now; light seems fake and smile looks hollow. I lost my

childhood in this same playground.
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The Boy

This isn't a story of a boy who grew up to be a man. This is about a man who

chose to remain a boy.
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The Wind w/ The Art f War

He looked at sky through his window. Seventh night without his favourite star.

"The window has lost its purpose" he sighed!

***

He gifted the pretty lady in white gown "The Art of War by Sun Tzu". She

smiled. They bowed to each other and tied the knots.
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The Pris n / The Rain G d

Parole day was nearing. The novelist looked out of his cell. Suddenly, the

world seemed like a giant prison to him.

***

Chaac decided to flood the city of Q'umarkaj. Unaware of this God, little Itzel

continued to catch raindrops in her tongue.
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M ny Eyes

She tried hard to hide that dream in her moony eyes. She couldn't notice the

tidal wave it brought in his heart.
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Calligraphy/ The Silent Statues

One day decided to learn calligraphy. He hoped to hide the melancholy of his

story in the curves and strokes of his letters.

***

The mute sculptor seems to have decided to seek revenge against this world.

He filled the city with silent statues.
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M n R ck (by Dugaldo)
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Mer

There was a valiant race of people thriving on the moon rock that landed in

the ocean long ago. They were called Mer. 

(by Dugaldo Estrado)
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Art

Art used in the following stories are done by Margarita Gokun. You can
follow the artist on twitter @MGokunArt

Light of the Soul

The Chalice of Dreams

The Collage of Broken Dreams

Elusive You

Lost Moon

My Playground

The Boy

Moony Eyes 

Art and the story of Moon Rock (Mer) are by Dugaldo Estrada.  You can
follow the artist on twitter @Dugaldo
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About the Author

Shiva Acharya is an avid fan of movies, books and art. He likes twitter
because he finds it to be a great platform to share ideas. He writes in
Kannada and tweets mostly in English. Poetry, fiction, politics, science
and history continues to be his areas of interest. A self confessed foodie,
he also enjoys swimming, archery, kayaking, photography and calligraphy
besides many other things. 

You can follow him on twitter @astroshiva
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